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value of the cortex for purposes of classification is very trifling, in the same family
some sponges may possess it and others not. The spherasters seem at first sight more

suggestive of a Tetractinellid origin, but very slight inquiry is necessary to show that

these spicules are not specially characteristic of the Tetractinellida, indeed on the whole

they would appear to be more widely distributed among the Monaxonids. The only
Tetractineffid sponge in which they appear with the same characters as in Tethya is

Aurora, with its two species, Aurora globostellata and Aurora reticulata; in the

Monaxonids, on the other hand, similar forms of aster are not confined to Tethya, e.g.,

they occur in the new species Do9'1leres dendi, a sponge which possesses neither a

cortex nor a radiate arrangement of the megascieres, and in the widely different species

Dictyocylincirus StUpOSUS, Bowerbank, one of the Axinel1id. Again, the transition

from an aster without a distinct centrum to one in which the centrum is well developed
is so easy, and the transition is so frequently met with, that the spheraster, as distinct

from asters with small centrums, is not of much value in classification, it is scarcely of

generic value even. Contrary to the opinion of some spongologists, asters are so

commonly present among the Monaxonids that the material out of which the spheraster
might arise may readily be found within that group. Take the Axinellid for example;
here we have as aster-bearing sponges :-Raspailia stelligera, 0. Schmidt1; Dictyo
cylindrus fasicularis, Bowerbank 2; Dictyocylinclrus stuposus, Bowerbank 3; Ilyme
clesmia stellivarians, Carter'; Hymeniacidon moorei, Carter,5 both these last two

species with oxyasters; Ifymeniacidon spinatostellifera, Carter 6;
Hyineniacidon

capitatostell?fei'a, Carter,7 characterised by a remarkable form of spheraster; Hyinenia
cidon trigonostellata, Carter,' in which the aster is a curious microcalthrops with

terminally spined actines, reminding one of a tetralophous microcalthrops; Axos fla
belliformis, Carter 9; Axos cliftoni (Gray)"; 1-lymedesmia stellata, Bowerbank,~11 with
a chaster. In Monaxonids other than Axinellids we have Scierochalina asteigena,
0. Schmidt,'2 though it is possible that the asters which Schmidt figures in connection
with this may not be proper to the sponge; Choncirilla saccforin'is, Carter"; Suberites
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